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timeware® Workforce Management Software
The timeware® software comprises of a suite of modules that enable a company to record and report key business
information.
At the heart of timeware® is the Attendance module containing one of the most customisable time and attendance
‘engines’ available today. This module supports many work pattern methodologies including standard, flexitime,
continental shifts and annualised hours. It can also process the hours worked by workers using the ESS GO mobile app.
Multiple customisations points enable the Attendance module to provide a unique time management solution for your
business which ultimately ensures the accurate calculation of the basic and overtime hours worked by your employees.
Authorised and unauthorised leave can be tracked through the Absence Management module which can highlight trends
and anomalies whilst ensuring that everyone takes their correct holiday entitlement.
The Personnel module can be used as an enhanced database tool, storing information relating to each member of your
team. Integrations enable this module to be populated by your existing HR system if required.
For businesses required to record the time taken to complete manufacturing processes, the Job Costing module provides
an effective way of recording the start and stop times of both jobs and operations.
If a business has different pay rates when people work in different areas of the business, the Cost Centre Analysis
module provides a number of alternative solutions.
When connected to approved devices, the Access Control module can be used to provide a physical access control
solution, allowing managers to determine who can access certain areas of a building based on predefined security levels.
The Fire Alarm Monitor/Assembly Point module can be connected to your fire alarm system and muster point devices to
provide a fast and accurate rollcall in the event of a fire.
The Dashboard and Report module enables users to quickly view data gathered by each of the modules with options to
view information in Excel.
timeware® UK Ltd is an approved Suprema Integration Partner and can provide solutions including proximity, fingerprint
and face recognition solutions.
timeware® has been developed over 30 years and incorporates an impressive range of functions providing managers with
real-time information that may be viewed on PCs, Tablets, Mobiles and Wall-mounted displays.

Customisation…
timeware’s secondary USP is its extensive customisation
potential. Over 95% of businesses using timeware®
software have implemented at least one unique
customisation project. This means that the majority of
timeware® customers benefit from a unique business
tool that provides a maximum return on their product
investment.
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InVentry integration…

Integ

timeware has developed an integration that sits
seamlessly between the timeware® Small Business
and Professional editions and the InVentry Sign In
Solution visitor system.
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Integr

timeware’s primary USP is its ability to
integrate with other applications, for example
a Payroll, HR or Security system. timeware® or
the third party software becomes the ‘primary’
system passing data to the ‘secondary’. A well
planned integration enables a business to
improve workflow and increase efficiency.
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Point
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An administrator can specify which InVentry
Quickscan readers are classed as attendance points
and bookings made at these points can be read by
timeware® from the InVentry database and processed
by timeware® as attendance bookings. This method
means that an InVentry user can benefit from a
timeware® installation without the need to purchase
additional attendance devices.

Integration…
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This integration eliminates ‘duplicate entry’ and allows
employees and some basic credentials created in
InVentry to be passed directly to timeware®.
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ESS GO…
There’s a mobile app designed to work with timeware® software can streamline your
business, empower your workforce and eliminate traditional, time consuming tasks.
The app is called ESS GO and it enables users to request leave, check work rotas and
view timesheets from their Android or Apple smartphone.
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About timeware®…
Our company…
Based in Rochdale, North Manchester, timeware® (UK) Ltd is a leading manufacturer of workforce management
solutions and time management systems, supplying over seven thousand customers across the UK, Ireland and
Sub-Saharan Africa.

Our software and services…
Our time management software covers Personnel, Absence Management,
Employee Attendance, Access Control, Job Costing, Cost Centre Analysis,
Employee Self Service, a web-based Management Portal and Mobile Worker
solutions. We offer custom development for customers that have special
requirements not covered by the standard package.
For more information about timeware® Professional, please contact the
Projects team on +44(0)1706 659368 or connect to me on LinkedIn.

Head office
timeware® UK Ltd.
3 Fieldhouse Road
Rochdale, OL12 0AD
United Kingdom
General enquiries:
Tel: +44 (0)1706 659368
Web: www.timeware.co.uk
Email: sales@timeware.co.uk

Follow us on LinkedIn
timeware (UK) Ltd

Subscribe to our YouTube channel
timewareCommunity
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Simon Birchall
Managing Director
timeware® (UK) Ltd

Connect to me on

